where z(t) is Brownian motion, arise in physics and engineering and are also the object of study of pure mathematicians. In this paper it will be shown that the integral associated with the distribution of the function cc( ) may be expressed in terms of a Wiener integral with a weighting functional (the Radon-Nikodym derivative). Thus the expected values of functionals with respect to the distribution of #(•) can be easily and concisely expressed. Also it will be shown that certain partial differential equations of physics naturally have their solutions associated with this integral.
To proceed more precisely, following Ito [7] , we rewrite the first order case of (1.1) as (1. Clearly now, the most natural definition for the distribution of x(') is as follows:
P(x( )eA) = P w (zeG~ιA) .
P w is Wiener measure, and A is a set of functions contained in C[S, T] which is such that G~'A is Wiener measurable. The distribution P( ) so defined will be called the Ito distribution and will be denoted from now on by P 7 ( ); the associated integral will be denoted by Ej( ).
This approach has been taken before. (See [4] and [5] .) However in this paper it will be shown that explicit expressions for the expected values of various functionals arising in physics and engi-neering can be given in terms of Wiener integrals. In particular a number of the thermodynamic functions can be so expressed. Further, the results of this paper shed some light on the Feynman-Kac [8] formula for Wiener integrals.
2* The integral* In this section, the definiton of the Ito distribution which was given in the introduction, will be given rigorously and the integral with respect to it will be defined.
Let T k be the integral operator (t). We note that (1.1) may be written
As in the introduction, if certain conditions are put on m(t, x n^ly • • ,.τ 0 ), then it follows that for almost every zeC[S, T](z(S) = a n _ γ ) Wiener measure there is a unique solution to (2.1). We express this again by writing y = Gz.
As in the introduction, this transformation induces a σ-field and a measure on the y space, which we again call the Ito measure.
From now on the notation for the sets over which integration is performed will be left out if the meaning is clear.
We now have the following theorem: (T n^ , T 2 {Gz)))dP w {z) .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the definitions.
There is the rather interesting and useful corollary.
COROLLARY.
Suppose a n _ 3 (t) are continuous real valued functions for S ^ t <^ T, j = 1, -, n, and that A is the matrix 
is Gaussian with
Proof, (i) and (ii) follow by direct verification, which can be accomplished without differentiating z by using integration by parts. To find the distribution x {ί) (t), the method of characteristic functions is used. By definition, the distribution of x {j) (t) is that of x j (t). Thus from theorem 1, this definition, and (i) and (ii),
The last Wiener integral is known to be
is Gaussian with mean zero and variance
To calculate Effi^x^Q), we note that
which completes the proof of the corollary. For another from of this corollary, see [10] .
3. The transformation theorem* It, unfortunately, is not nearly as easy to invert (in the sense of (1.2)) the general nonlinear n th order ordinary differential equation as it is the linear one. It, therefore, is necessary to use more general methods to study the Ito distribution. It is an interesting fact that inverting (2.1) is in some We note that with the conventions agreed upon at the beginning of §2, , a Q ; t) = probability (^-"(ί)
is a well defined function of 2n + 2 variables. The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
i/))(w))d x exp[-M(T,y(T), •••, Γ n (Γ^, . , (Uy)(T))]dP w (y)
x exp[M(S, a n _ x , « ,α 0 )] .
Theorem 3 shows that the function P(b n _ u •• ,δ o ;α n _i > •• ,α o ;ί) may be expressed in terms of a Wiener integral. It will presently be shown for the first order equation, anyway, that the Ito distribution, defined in §2 is a Markov process, and thus it follows that P(δ Λ-1 , , b Q ; a n _ u , a Q ; t) is its distribution function. It also follows that
, α o ; t) solves the backward and forward diffusion equations (the Fokker-Planck equation). We state and prove this rigorously in Theorem 4, for first order equations. THEOREM 
Let δ(a -6) be the delta function and let P(b; α; S+ S) mean the limit as T approaches S from above. Suppose m(T, x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, and m(T, x) ^ K(l

); b) exp[£ί>(ί, y(t))dt -M(T; y(T it follows that P solves (4.1), and if (4.4) P'(b; a; T; S) = J exp [j^(ί, y(t))dt]dP a (y \y(T) = b) x exp [M(T, b) -M(S, a)]
it follows that P' solves (4.2).
Pw(v I V(t) = δ) ^s Wiener measure (probability) conditioned on y(S) = a,y(T) = b.
Proof. It will first be shown that
-[P(b; a; T; S)] = P'(b; a; T; S) where P' is defined by (4.4) . 96
P'φ; a; T; S) = lim [P(b + h, a; T; S) -P(b; a; T;S)Uh-+0 h = lim-ί(expΓΓp(ί, y(t))dt -M(T, y(T))\ h^o h J LJs J x H(y(T); b + h) -H(y(T); b))dP w (y) exp [M(S, a)] .
Since lim MH(y(T); b + h) -H(y(T); b))dP w (y)
Γb + h
as was to be shown. From Doob [3] Chap. VI, § 3 and the assumption of this theorem, it follows that process x(t), defined by (2.1) and our conventions, is a Markov process and that the following limits exist and have the indicated values.
From [9] Theorem 1, it follows that P' has sufficient derivatives for (4.2) to make sense; from [6] and the above, it then follows that P f solves (4.2) except for (possibly) the initial conditions. Since P' has sufficient derivatives for (4.2) to make sense, it can be seen that P has sufficient derivatives for (4.1) to make sense and thus from [6] and the above, again it follows that P solves (4.1) except for (possibly) the initial conditions. The initial conditions for both (4.1) and (4.2) follow easily from (4.7). This shows Theorem 4.
The integral in (4.4) is, of course, very close to the Feynman integral of quantum mechanics; and, by way of Theorem 4, one is led to a rather interesting physical interpretation of the Schrodinger equation.
We now take a slightly different direction and note that U(t, S, a) = Ei(y(t)) = \y(t)dPi(y) has a physical interpretation as the expected position of a particle moving in one dimension at time t which, at time S, was at a. d/dt[U(t, S, a)]\ t=s then has a physical interpretation as the excepted velocity of the particle at time S given the position of time S is α. It is interesting that this expression solves an equation similar to the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. This fact will be shown in Theorem 5. Theorem 5 shows that the solution to (4.10) may be expressed in terms of Wiener integrals, if it is known that the solution to (4.10) exists and has certain properties. The fact that the solution for earlier times is given in terms of later times and that the sign of V s is minus may be fixed by reversing the direction of the Wiener paths.
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